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Government response to the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, 
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry 

RECOMMENDATION GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 

FINANCIAL ADVICE 

Recommendation 2.1 — Annual renewal and payment 

The law should be amended to provide that ongoing fee arrangements 
(whenever made):  

 must be renewed annually by the client;  

 must record in writing each year the services that the client will be 
entitled to receive and the total of the fees that are to be charged; 
and 

 may neither permit nor require payment of fees from any account 
held for or on behalf of the client except on the client’s express 
written authority to the entity that conducts that account given at, or 
immediately after, the latest renewal of the ongoing fee 
arrangement. 

The Government agrees to require advisers to seek annual renewal, in 
writing, of ongoing fee arrangements; to require advisers to record, in 
writing, the services that will be provided and the associated fees; and 
mandate the client’s express written authority for the payment of fees from 
any account held for or on behalf of a client given at, or immediately after, 
the latest renewal of the ongoing fee arrangement.  

These requirements will apply for all clients. Currently, financial advisers 
are only required to seek clients’ agreement for ongoing fee arrangements 
for new clients after 1 July 2013. 

The Royal Commission has highlighted problems with clients being charged 
fees for services that have not been provided. This is mostly associated with 
clients in ongoing fee arrangements. These changes will help ensure clients 
actively consider whether they are deriving benefits from ongoing fee 
arrangements. 

Recommendation 2.2 — Disclosure of lack of independence 

The law should be amended to require that a financial adviser who would 
contravene section 923A of the Corporations Act by assuming or using any of 
the restricted words or expressions identified in section 923A(5) (including 
‘independent’, ‘impartial’ and ‘unbiased’) must, before providing personal 
advice to a retail client, give to the client a written statement (in or to the 
effect of a form to be prescribed) explaining simply and concisely why the 
adviser is not independent, impartial and unbiased. 

The Government agrees to require advisers to provide a written statement 
to a retail client explaining why the adviser is not independent, impartial 
and unbiased before providing personal advice, unless the adviser is 
allowed to use those terms under section 923A of the Corporations Act 
2001 (Corporations Act).  
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RECOMMENDATION GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 

Recommendation 2.3 — Review of measures to improve the quality of 
advice  

In three years’ time, there should be a review by Government in consultation 
with ASIC of the effectiveness of measures that have been implemented by 
the Government, regulators and financial services entities to improve the 
quality of financial advice. The review should preferably be completed by 
30 June 2022, but no later than 31 December 2022. 

Among other things, that review should consider whether it is necessary to 
retain the ‘safe harbour’ provision in section 961B(2) of the Corporations Act. 
Unless there is a clear justification for retaining that provision, it should be 
repealed. 

The Government agrees to a review in three years’ time on the 
effectiveness of measures to improve the quality of advice.  

The Government has introduced reforms to enhance the quality of financial 
advice, in particular, the reforms to increase the educational, training and 
ethical standards of financial advisers. It also has legislation before the 
Parliament to ensure that financial products are appropriately targeted and 
to give ASIC the power to intervene before a consumer suffers harm. 

It is appropriate to undertake a review of these reforms, and earlier 
reforms such as the Future of Financial Advice, to ensure that they are 
working effectively and improving the quality of advice.  
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RECOMMENDATION GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 

Recommendation 2.4 — Grandfathered commissions 

Grandfathering provisions for conflicted remuneration should be repealed as 
soon as is reasonably practicable. 

The Government agrees to end grandfathering of conflicted remuneration 
effective from 1 January 2021. 

Grandfathered conflicted remuneration can entrench clients in older 
products even when newer, better and more affordable products are 
available on the market. Grandfathering has now been in place for over five 
years, providing industry with sufficient time to transition to the new 
arrangements. It is therefore now appropriate for grandfathering to end. 

The Government is also committed to ensuring that the benefits of 
removing grandfathering flow to clients. From 1 January 2021, payments of 
any previously grandfathered conflicted remuneration still in contracts 
will instead be required to be rebated to applicable clients where the 
applicable client can reasonably be identified. 

Where it is not practicable to rebate the benefit to an individual client 
because, for example, the grandfathered conflicted remuneration is 
volume-based so it is not able to be attributed to any individual client, the 
Government expects industry to pass these benefits through to clients 
indirectly (for example, by lowering product fees). 

To ensure that the benefits of industry renegotiating current arrangements 
to remove grandfathered conflicted remuneration ahead of 1 January 2021 
flow through to clients, the Government will commission ASIC to monitor 
and report on the extent to which product issuers are acting to end the 
grandfathering of conflicted remuneration for the period 1 July 2019 to 
1 January 2021 and are passing the benefits to clients, whether through 
direct rebates or otherwise. 

This also responds to the Productivity Commission’s report Superannuation: 
Assessing Efficiency and Competitiveness which also recommended ending 
grandfathered trailing commissions. 
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RECOMMENDATION GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 

Recommendation 2.5 — Life risk insurance commissions 

When ASIC conducts its review of conflicted remuneration relating to life risk 
insurance products and the operation of the ASIC Corporations (Life Insurance 
Commissions) Instrument 2017/510, ASIC should consider further reducing 
the cap on commissions in respect of life risk insurance products. Unless there 
is a clear justification for retaining those commissions, the cap should 
ultimately be reduced to zero. 

In 2017, the Government enacted reforms to life insurance remuneration 
that capped the commissions a financial adviser would receive for providing 
advice in relation to the purchase of a life insurance product. As part of 
these reforms, the Government announced that ASIC would conduct a 
review in 2021 to consider whether the reforms have better aligned the 
interests of advisers and consumers. If the review does not identify 
significant improvement in the quality of advice, the Government stated it 
would move to mandate level commissions, as was recommended by the 
Financial System Inquiry.  

The Government supports ASIC conducting this review and considering the 
factors identified by the Royal Commission when undertaking this review. 

Recommendation 2.6 — General insurance and consumer credit insurance 
commissions 

The review referred to in Recommendation 2.3 should also consider whether 
each remaining exemption to the ban on conflicted remuneration remains 
justified, including: 

 the exemptions for general insurance products and consumer credit 
insurance products; and 

 the exemptions for non-monetary benefits set out in section 963C of 
the Corporations Act.  

The Government agrees to review the remaining exemptions to the ban on 
conflicted remuneration in the course of its review in three years’ time on 
the effectiveness of measures to improve the quality of advice.  
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RECOMMENDATION GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 

Recommendation 2.7 — Reference checking and information sharing 

All AFSL holders should be required, as a condition of their licence, to give 
effect to reference checking and information-sharing protocols for financial 
advisers, to the same effect as now provided by the ABA in its ‘Financial 
Advice — Recruitment and Termination Reference Checking and Information 
Sharing Protocol’. 

The Government agrees to mandate the reference checking and 
information-sharing protocol for financial advisers for all Australian 
Financial Services Licence (AFSL) holders. 

This recommendation will build on the Government’s work to date to 
remove advisers who have engaged in misconduct from the industry, 
particularly, through the establishment of the Financial Advisers Register 
and the reforms to increase the educational, training and ethical standards 
of financial advisers. Facilitating licensees to undertake reference checks 
will make it even more difficult for advisers who engage in misconduct to 
find alternative employment in the industry.  

Recommendation 2.8 — Reporting compliance concerns 

All AFSL holders should be required, as a condition of their licence, to report 
‘serious compliance concerns’ about individual financial advisers to ASIC on a 
quarterly basis. 

The Government agrees to mandate reporting of ‘serious compliance 
concerns’ about individual financial advisers to ASIC on a quarterly basis.  

The Royal Commission has highlighted concerns around the current 
reporting of breach information to ASIC with firms failing to report 
significant breaches to ASIC in a timely manner.  

The Government has also agreed, in its response to Recommendation 7.2, 
to strengthen the obligations to report breaches to ASIC. The Government 
will implement this recommendation as part of strengthening the breach 
reporting requirements.  
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RECOMMENDATION GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 

Recommendation 2.9 — Misconduct by financial advisers 

All AFSL holders should be required, as a condition of their licence, to take the 
following steps when they detect that a financial adviser has engaged in 
misconduct in respect of financial advice given to a retail client (whether by 
giving inappropriate advice or otherwise): 

 make whatever inquiries are reasonably necessary to determine the 
nature and full extent of the adviser’s misconduct; and 

 where there is sufficient information to suggest that an adviser has 
engaged in misconduct, tell affected clients and remediate those 
clients promptly. 

The Government agrees to require all AFSL holders to make whatever 
inquiries reasonably necessary to determine the nature and full extent of 
an adviser’s misconduct (when the licensee detects misconduct) and inform 
and remediate affected clients promptly.  

This recommendation will be reinforced by the Government announcement 
to provide ASIC with a new directions power as part of its response to the 
ASIC Enforcement Review. 

Recommendation 2.10 — A new disciplinary system 

The law should be amended to establish a new disciplinary system for 
financial advisers that: 

 requires all financial advisers who provide personal financial advice to 
retail clients to be registered;  

 provides for a single, central, disciplinary body;  

 requires AFSL holders to report ‘serious compliance concerns’ to the 
disciplinary body; and 

 allows clients and other stakeholders to report information about the 
conduct of financial advisers to the disciplinary body.  

The Government agrees to introduce a new disciplinary system for financial 
advisers.  

The Government is committed to the professionalisation of the financial 
advice industry. A new disciplinary regime as recommended by the Royal 
Commission further builds on the Government’s earlier reforms in this area 
that introduced mandatory educational requirements and required advisers 
to pass an entrance exam, comply with a code of ethics, and meet ongoing 
professional development requirements. 

The new disciplinary system will bring financial advisers into line with other 
professions — such as lawyers, doctors and accountants — where 
individual registration is standard practice. 

This disciplinary system for financial advisers will operate concurrently with 
the existing AFSL regime and ASIC will retain the powers it has under the 
current regulatory framework, including the power to commence 
investigations and undertake enforcement action. 

 


